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Abst rac t - -A  new numerical method QTSM which was earlier suggested for solving boundary 
value problems with elliptic operators with constant coefficients is applied to separable, second-order 
elliptic equations with varying coefficients. The problenm in irregular domains are considered. The 
method combines the properties of the boundary methods with the spectral representation f the 
solution in the form of expansion over the eigenfunctions of some Sturm-Liouville problem. The 
method is tested on several one- and two-dimensional problems with exact analytic solution. The 
possibilities of further developments of the method are discussed. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to describe a new method for solving separable lliptic boundary value 
problems in irregular domains. The main consideration is carried out for the following two- 
dimensional Partial Differential Equation (PDE) of elliptic type 
L(z, y)u(z, y) =- (LI(x) + L2(y))u(x, y) = f(z, y), in f /C  n 2, (1.1) 
where each one-dimensional operator L~ has the form 
L~(z~)= n(zi) 
Here, we denote (Xl, x2) - (x, y) and f/is a simply connected domain bounded by a simple closed 
curve Of/. 
We assume that 
r~, p~ > 0 and 
where 
ai = rain {xi [ (xl, x2) E f/}, 
qi -> 0, when xi E [ai, bi], (1.3) 
bi -- max {xi [ (Xl, x2) e n} ,  i -- 1, 2, (1.4) 
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and f(x, y) is a smooth enough function in 
12r = [al, bl] x [a2, b~]. 
Let us remark that (1.1) is another form of the PDE 
02u Ou ~2u Ou 
A~(~)~-~x 2 +Bl(X)~ + Vl(X)~ + 12(y )~ + B2(y)-~ + C2(y)~ =/(x,y), 
where AI(X),A2(y) # 0 in 12. 
Indeed, it is easy to prove that (1.6) can be reduced to (1.1) with 
(fo x B,(,) d~ p,(x) p,(x) = exp A--~" ] '  r,(x) = A~(x)' qi(x) = r,(x)C~(x), i = 1,2. 
For the sake of simplicity, the boundary conditions are assumed to be of Dirichlet ype 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
u(x, 9) = 9(x, ~), (x, 9) • 012, (1.7) 
but as outlined later in the text, all kinds of linear boundary conditions can in fact be treated. 
The equations like (1.1) (or (1.6)) often arise and are widely used in applied researches and 
in mathematical modelling [1]. Not going into details, let us note that majority of analytical 
procedures (e.g., the method of separation of variables, the methods of integral transforms) 
assume such form of PDE. The necessary conditions are 
(1) the regular egion 12 (e.g., the rectangular), and 
(2) for each one-dimensional Li(x) there exists an exactly known complete system of eigen- 
functions. 
For more details see [2]. 
In recent years several new effective algorithms have been presented for the approximate so- 
lution of separable, second-order, linear elliptic PDE (see [3,4] and the bibliography given here). 
But most of them are applicable to the problems defined in rectangular domains only. 
The method of this work is generalization f QTSM algorithm presented by the authors for 
PDEs with constant coefficients and is applicable to any equation like (1.1) (or (1.6)) in arbitrary 
bounded 12. 
Just like QTSM, the method presented falls into the group of imbedding methods. The basic 
idea is to solve a given PDE in a simple cartesian domain 120 in which the complex domain 12 is 
imbedded. 
We assume that the rectangle 12r (and so the solution domain 12) may be imbedded in the unit 
square 120 -- [0,1] x [0, 1]. Of course, ff this is not the case originally then appropriate translation 
and scaling operations may be performed to make it so. 
We replace the initial PDE (1.1) by the following one 
K 
k----1 
(1.8) 
Here 
,.~o)(~,) ~ 
(o) (o) _(o) r~ ,pi , ~f~ are some extensions of r~,p~, qi from [a~, b~] to [0, 1] and the function f(O)(x, y) is 
defined in 12o in such a way that it approximates the initial f(z, y) when the point (x, F) belongs 
to 12r. 
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_(o) _(0) _(0) and f(°)(z,y), we use the technique of the so-called To obtain the functions 7~ ,Pi , ~ , 
C-e~Tmnsions developed by Smelov [5]. In Section 2, we describe it and give some examples of its 
usage. 
The additional term in the right-hand side of (1.8) contains the &shaped source functions 
I(x,y I ~k,~lh) which essentially differs from zero only inside some neighbourhood of the source 
point (~k, ~/k). In Section 3, we describe a general method of constructing such functions in the 
form of expansion over a broad class of complete orthogonal systems in £2(f/0). 
The coefficients qk and the coordinates of the sources (~k, 7/k) are the free parameters of the 
present method. In this work, we fix the source points in position outside f~ at some distance 
from Off. The choice of this distance is discussed in Section 4. 
From the point of view of the representation f solution the method presented belongs to the 
group of spectral ones. This means that all the terms in the right-hand side of (1.8) and an 
approximation to an approximate solution are presented in the form of a truncated series of 
smooth global ortogonal functions ~nm(x, y) 
M 
fC°)(:c'Y) = E FnmdA~m(x,,y), (1.10) 
n,m=l 
M 
ICx, Y l,~,,) = ~ ~,,(~,n)g',-,,Cz, y), (1.11) 
n,m=l  
M 
u(x, y) ---- E Unm~bnm(x, y). (1.12) 
n,mffi l 
The basis functions ~nm(z, y) are constructed using approximate solutions of the Sturm-Liou~ille 
problems with the one-dimensional operators L~°)(x~), i = 1, 2 mentioned above. 
The next step in the proposed method is substituting (1.10)-(1.12) in (1.8) and projecting it 
on the first M x M basis functions. Due to the special choice of ~nm(X, y), each harmonic U,m 
in (1.12) can be determined separately and the solution can be written in the following form: 
K 
u(x,y I ql , . . .  ,qK) = uI(x,Y) + ~]qk~(:Z,Y I ~k,Wk), (1.13) 
k=l  
where u/(x,y) and ~(x,y I ~,7/) are known functions which can be written in a close analytic 
form of expansion over the basis functions V)nm(x, Y). 
M 
~t,lra---- 1 
M 
n,m=l  
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
The free parameters qk are determined from the minimization problem 
rain ~u(x~,y i  I ql, . . . ,qK) , 
qk L i=1 
(1.16) 
where N _> K collocation points (x~,y~) are uniformly distributed on the boundary aft. More 
details of this algorithm are described in Section 4, together with examples of its application. 
Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
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2. THE C-EXPANSIONS PROCEDURE 
As it is state above, the first step in applying the method is to extend the coefficients r~(xi), 
p~(x~), q~(x~), i = 1, 2 from the initial interval [a~, b~] to [0, 1] in order to obtain PDE defined in 
the whole n0. For this goal, we use the algorithm of C-expansions studied by Smelov [5] in which 
a solution of a Sturm-Liouville problem defined in an interval [A, B] is used to approximate a
smooth enough function f(x) defined in a smaller interval [a, b] C_ [A, B]. 
Let us consider the set of the functions oo {~n(x)}n= 1 each of which is a solution of the following 
Sturm-Liouville problem: 
---~.(p(x)~z z) ) -q(x)~o(x) = -~r(x)~o(x), x e [A,B], 
ao~oCA) + ~o d~?)  = O, a,~oCB) + 13x ~-~- ) = O, 
(2.1) 
where 
Oli 2 + ~i 2 # 1, i = O, 1, and r(x) > O, p(z) > O, q(z) > O, when x E [A, B]. (2.2) 
We also assume that 
aO~O ~ 0, a131 > 0. (2.3) 
It is well known that under assumptions (2.2),(2.3) the eigenvalues An form such a sequence that 
0 ~ A1 < A2 < "'" < A.  --+ "[-00, lim v f~ = 7 = const. 
n--~OO 
(2.4) 
The eigenfunctions ~n(x) form an orthonormal basis in/:2([A, B]) with the scalar product 
(11,, I))[A,B] def fB  r(=)u(x)l)(=) dx. 
= JA  
(2.5) 
If some h(x) belongs to /:2([A, B]), then it can be represented in the form of the Fourier 
expansion over the system ~n(x) 
OO 
hi=) = X (2.6) 
n----1 
H (F) = (h(x), ~n)[A,B]. (2.7) 
It is well known that the coefficients H (F) can be obtained as a solution of the minimization 
problem 
i Jr rain h(x) ZH(F)~, (z )  2 def - , [[f[[[A,B] = (f,f)[A,S]- (2.8) H(~P) n--1 II[A,B] 
The C-expansions also assume a representation of approximated functions in a form similar 
to (2.6) 
oo 
h(z) = ~ H(C)~n(x). (2.9) 
n----1 
But here the coefficients H (c) are obtained as a solution of the minimization problems 
12 
H("C) n=l [a,b] 
(2.10) 
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where ]]... ]][a,b] is some norm defined in [a, b]. Let us remark that because the functions ~n(x) are 
not orthogonal in [a, b] then we must obtain the coefficients H (c) directly from the minimization 
problem (2.10). 
Let us recall that in general case the Fourier coefficients H (F) decrease as 1/n even for infinity 
differentiable functions (e.g., if h(x) -- 1, ~on(x) = v~sin(nTrx), and [A, B] -- [0, 1], then H (F) = 
CrYing) (1 - 
Contrary to this in the C-expansions procedure, we have the following result. 
(1) For any function h(x) defined together with the derivatives h(1)(x),. . . ,  h(N)(x) in [a, b] 
there exists an infinite number of expansions like (2.9). 
(2) The coefficients H ,  (c) decrease in such a way that the following is true: for any sequence 
of coefficients H (c), n = 1, . . . ,  co there exists the sequence an, n = 1, . . . ,  co such that 
oo 
< co, H.<°) = 
!1,=1 
(3) The series (2.9) converges to h(z) in the cN-I[a, b]-norm 
IIf(X)HcN_, = max { maxlf(x)hmaxlf(1)(x)l''[a,b] [a,b] .. ,I~a,~ ] I . f (N-1)(2) l} . (2.11) 
From this, we can conclude that a smooth enough function h(x) together with its derivatives 
defined in [a, b] can be well approximated with the finite sums 
M 
h(x) ~- hM(x l H1,... HM) = ~ Hn~on(x) (2.12) 
n=l  
using the algorithm of C-expansions with a few number of terms. Here and below, we omit the 
index 'C' in notation of the coefficients because only C-expansions are used in this work. 
To obtain Hn, we use the following procedure. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. 
(1) Place the collocation points xi, i = 1, . . . ,  N >> M uniformly inside [a, b]. 
(2) Solve the minimization problem 
min {~[h(x,)-hM(x, IH1,...HM)]2). (2.13) 
Hx,. . . ,HM i.ffil 
This problem is reduced to a linear M x M-system of normal equations which is solved in the 
usual way. 
Below in this and next sections, we use the following one-dimensional basis systems: 
~(nl)(x) = V~sin(n~rx), 
~o(02)(x) = 1, ~(2)(x) = V~cos(nlrx), 
~/2(x+l) /' In (x+l ) )  
~0 (s ) (x )=V In2 sin~nlr In2 ' 
(2.14) 
~o (4) (x) -- V~(x + 1) sin(nlrx), n -- 1 , . . . ,  co. 
In Table 1, we place the parameters of the corresponding SturmoLiouville problems (2.1). 
Now we present some numerical examples of application of the C-expansions procedure. First, 
we consider the one-dimensional case. We use four test functions 
1 1 
h i (x )  - 1, h2(x)  = x, h3(x)  = 5 '  h4(x)  = (2.15) 
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Table I. The parameters of Sturm-Liouvine problems. 
Parameter ~(1) ~(2) 
r(z) 1 1 
p(z) 1 I 
q(x) o o 
ao, ~o 1, 0 O, 1 
al, ~1 I, 0 O, 1 
(n¢)2 (n¢)2 
'7 z" ~i" 
(I + z) 2 
0 
(i + z) 2 
(1 + z) 2 
--2 
(1 + z) 4 
1, 0 1, 0 
1, 0 1, 0 
( n'n" ~2 + 1 (ha.)2 
In2/ 
In 2 
defined in the interval [a, b] -= [0.3, 0.7]. We also apply the C-expansions procedure to the func- 
tions 
1 f 1, if x_<0.5,  
hs (x )= (x -0 .5 )  and hs (x )= ~ 0, otherwise, 
regarded in the double connected omain f /=  [0.3, 0.4] U [0.65, 0.75]. 
To est imate the accuracy of approximations likewise (2.12), we use the following values: 
eA = max [h(x#)-hM(x~lH1, . . .HM)] .  
j= l  ..... Arc 
(2.16) 
Here xj ,  j = 1 , . . . ,  Arc are the checking points distr ibuted uniformly inside [a, b]. For this we 
decompose [a, b] into Arc subintervals and place xj  in the middle of each. 
~b le  2. The errors in C-approximations of hi (z) by the systems of the basis functions 
~(~l)(z) and ~(nS)(z). 
M 
hi 
3 1.51o -2 
5 1.61o -3  
10 1.81o -5 
15 3.31o -8  
20 0.71o -9  
h2 h3 
3.01o -2 0.25 
3.21o -3 3.21o -2 
1.51o -5 1.81o -4  
6.110 -8 1.010 -6 
0.510 -0 9.810 -0 
h4 
1.31o +2 
32. 
0.48 
5.81o -3  
8.71o -5 
hl 
4.41o -2 
7.510 -3 
7.610 -5 
8.410 -?  
2.510 -s  
h2 h3 
5.11o -2 0.12 
7.91o -3 7.11o -3 
7.61o -5 8.11o -5 
8.510 -7 8.310 --7 
2.510 -8 2.510 -8 
h4 
98. 
6.0 
6.310 -2 
3.81o -4 
2.41o -6  
Table 3. The error e A ill C-approximations of the functions hs(z) and he(z) over 
the systems ~(1), ~(2), and ~(s). 
J 
3 
5 
10 
15 
20 
h5 h5 h5 /~ h5 h6 
3.8 0.12 3.8 0.1 4.0 0.13 
1.4 4 .7 .10  -2 1.7 4.0.10 -2 1.7 3.6.10 -2 
0.15 2.6.10 -3 0.12 1.7.10 -3 0.19 3.3- I0 -s 
1.6.10 -2 2.0.10 -4 6.5.10 -3 6.9.10 -5 1.9.10 -2 2.6.10 -4 
1.1.10 -a 1.0.10 -5 4.3,10 -4 4.6.10 -6 1.8.10 -s 2.1 • 10 -5 
In all the computations presented in Tables 2 and 3, we  take N -- 50 collocation points in 
minimization problems like (2.13) and Nc = 400 checking points in evaluating eA. 
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The data presented in Tables 2 and 3 confirm good approximation properties of the C- 
expansions. For comparison, let us supply the values eA corresponding to the 20-terms usual 
Fourier expansion over ~(1)(x) : eA = 3.9 X 10 -2 for hi(x) (i.e., for hi(x) - 1, 0 < x < 1) and eA = 3.0 X 10 -2  for  h2(x )  = X, 0 < X < 1. 
One can see that the values eA corresponding to hz(x) and h4(x) placed in the Table 2 are much 
bigger than those for hi(x) and h2(x). This can be explained by the difference in absolute values 
of the functions h~(x) (and also their derivatives) inside [a, b]. For example, max[0.3,0.7 ] [hl(x)l 
= 1.0 and max[0.3,0.7] [h2(x)l = 0.7 while such values for ha(x) and h4(x) are 11.1 and 247.0, 
correspondently. So, if we pass on to relative values, then, the difference between the columns in 
Tables 2 and 3 becomes maller. 
Passing on to the two-dimensional case, we restrict our consideration by the problems in which 
some orthogonal basis ~o,~m(x, y) in £2(f/0) is formed by the two one-dimensional systems. In 
this work, we use only one system of the kind 
~nm(X, y) = ~(1)(x)~o~)(y) = 2 sin(ritz) sin(m~ry). (2.17) 
Let f(x,y) be a smooth enough function defined in some f~ C f~o. We look for the coefficients 
Fnm of the C-expansion similar to (2.12) 
/ (x ,  y) (x, y I = 
as a solution of the minimization problem 
M 
n,m----1 
min(~'~[f(xj,Yj)--fM(x#,Yj I {Fnm})] 2 ) 
j=l  
where (xj,yj) j = 1,. . . ,  N >> M x M are the collocation points inside f/. 
Table 4. The errors eA in C-approximations of two-dimensional problems. 
(2.19) 
M 
4 
6 
8 
I0 
12 
14 
The Number  of Problem 
1 2 5 6 
3.7.10 -1 1.2. I0 ° 6.2.10 -I 3.3. I0 ° 
1.1  • 10 -2  
4.0- 10 -4  
8.4.10 -2 
I.I- 10 -2 
1.8 .10  -1  
3 4 
1.8.10 ° 9.4.10 -2  
3.1.10 - I  1.1.10 -2  
1.2.10 - I  1.2.10 -3 
4.8.10 -2  1.4.10 -4  
8.5.10 - I  8 .6.10 -5  
4.7.10 0 7.6- 10 - s  
5 .1.10 -2  
2.0. i0 ° 
1.2. I0 ° 
3.3.10 -5  2.0.10 -3  1.4.10 -2  6 .5 .10 - I  
3 .0 .10 -5 3.7.10 -3  1.3.10 -2 2.8.10 0
1.1 • 10 -3 5.1 • 10 -2  6 .5 .10  - I  1.1 • 10 +2 
To estimate the error of approximation, we introduce the value eA in the same way as in one- 
dimensional case using Arc >> N checking points (see (2.16)). In each two-dimensional problem, 
we take N = 400 collocation points and Arc = 6400 checking points inside fl . In Table 4, we 
place the values eA corresponding to the following problems. 
In Problems 1-3, we approximate the same function 
but defined it in the different domains f/i, i -- 1, 2, 3. All these domains are the ellipses centered 
at the same point (0.5, 0.5) 
N ,={(x ,Y)  ( x 
We take Cl = 0.2, c2 -- 0.3, cs --- 0.4, and 
:oo12+i i  11 
di = 0.2, i = 1, 2, 3. 
(2.20) 
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In Problems 4-6 the domains are the same as in (2.20), but the approximated function is 
.f2(x, y) = 1 + x + y. (2.21) 
y x 
Comparing the results obtained in Problems 1-6, we can conclude that when the domain of 
function f~ approaches the boundary 8f~o the natural boundary conditions of ~nm(X, y) come 
into contradiction with the behaviour of the approximated function. As a result the exactness of 
computations reduces. 
One can see that in each column of Table 4 the value eA is not monotonic. First, it decreases 
quickly when the number of harmonics M increases. Then it stops and even begins to increase. 
This can be explained by the computation errors arising while solving the large linear system to 
obtain the coefficients F,, , .  For example, if M = 14, then we have 196 unknowns. It should 
be noted that when M increases the algorithm described above consumes much CPU time and 
memory, comparing with the other parts of the method presented. However, in many practical 
cases it can be essenstially simplified. 
Let us assume that the approximated function f(x, y) defined in f~ takes the form 
J 
f i  x, y) = ~ hCi)(x)g(J)(y). (2.22) 
jffil 
The modified algorithm is the following. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. 
(1) Introduce the two intervals [al, bl], [a2, b2] C_ (0, 1) as it is described in (1.4). So the 
rectangle f~r = [al,bl] x [a2,b2] contains the domain ~ and the functions h(D(x) and 
gCY)(y) are defined in [al, bl] and [a2, b2], correspondently. 
(2) Compute one-dimensional expansions like (2.12) 
M M (= ')  = 
n----1 n=l 
(3) Compute the coefficients Fnm of the final C-expansion in the form 
J 
F,,n = ~ H(J)G~). (2.24) 
jffil 
The result of this algorithm being applied to Problems 4-6 is presented in Table 5. 
Tab le  5. The  errors eA in C-approximations of two-dimensionsl problems using the  
modernized procedure. 
M 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
20 
25 
30 
The Number of Problem 
5 6 4 
9.4 .10 -2  
6.2 .  I0  - s  
1.1 • 10 - s  
6 .4 .10  -1 
1 .5 .10 -1  
• 10-2 
3•0.10  
1 .8 .10  0 
1.0- 100 4.1 
8 .6 .10  -5  1.1 • 10 -2  6 .6 .10  - I  
1 .4 .10  -5  3 .1 .10  -3  3.1 • 10 - I  
1 .4 .10  - s  9.1 • 10 -4  1.7 .10  -1 
5.6 .10  -9  3 .5 .10  -5  3 .4 ,10  -2  
6.6 .10  -11 3.1 
1•6• 10 -12  
• lO-S 
4.6• 10 -7  
1.1,10 -2  
4.9 .10  -3  
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When we compare (2.15), (2.21), (2.22) we get 
J = 3, h('#)(x) = hi(z), j = 1,2,3; g(1)(y) = hi(y), g(2)(y) = hz(Y), g(Z)(y) = h2(y). 
We use N = 50 collocation points in solving every one-dimensional minimization problem 
like (2.131 . It is evident that in such form the algorithm of C-expansions is more effective 
and capable of solving problems with large M. The results of the computations carried out in 
this work show that the procedure of C-expansions is usful and convenient for approximations in 
two-dimensional domains. 
3. THE 6-SHAPED FUNCTIONS 
As it is explained in Section 1, the present method employs linear combinations of the func- 
tions • (x, y I 4k, T/k), k = 1,.. . ,  K (see (1.13)) to construct the approximate solution u(x, y I 
ql,- . . ,  qK). The parameters q~ of the linear combination are chosen so that the boundary condi- 
tion (1.7) is fulfilled in the sense of the minimization problem (1.16). The function ~(x, y I~, W) 
is a solution of PDE (1.9) with the right-hand side I(x, y 1 4, ~) of the specific 6-shaped form. The 
topic of this section is the general procedure of constructing the source functions I(x, y 1 4, ~) in 
the form of expansion over a set of eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville problem like (2.1). Some 
particular results are presented in [6,7]. 
For the sake of simplicity, we first consider one-dimensional case when the basis system is 
~00)(x) (see (2.14)). We start with the formal Fourier expansions of the Dirac 8-function 
O0 
6(=-4)  = ~ ' ) (4 )~) (=) ,  
n----1 
(3.1) 
where 
= (6(=-  _= f 6(= - ~)~k')(=) d= = ~k')(4) - ~s in ( ,~) .  (3.2) 
To obtain an appropriate source function, we apply the Lanczos a-multipliers method to the 
divergent series (3.1/. As a result, we have the source function in the Lanczos representation 
M M 
I (= 141 = ~ c.,(4)~x)(=) - ~ , ' . ( t ,  M)~.(41~1)(=), 
'n----X r l~l  
,-,,(t, M) = a~(M), 
nTr/M + 1 
an(M) = sin nlr/M + 1' 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where an(M) is the Lanczos multiplier; ! is the free parameter. For more details on this technique 
see [8]. In Table 6, we place the normalized values 
(= 14) (3.6) 
with the different parameters M and I. The scaling is needed because the magnitude of I(x [ ~) 
is dependent on the number of harmonics M. 
We set 4 -- 0.5 and consider z > 4 everywhere because the carried out calculations show that 
if the source point 4 is sufficiently far from the boundaries of interval, then I(4 I z) is dependent 
on the difference Ix - 41 only. 
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Table 6. The normalized 6-shaped source function I ( z  I ~) in the form of expansion 
over ~(1)(z). The source is centered at the point ~ -- 0.5. 
x 
0.5 
0.55 
0.60 
0.65 
0.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.90 
Parameters of Expansion 
M=10,  /=4 M=15,  /=6 M=20,  /=6 M=50,  /=8 m= 100, /=8 
1.0.10 ° 1.0.10 ° 1.0.10 ° 1.0.10 ° 1.0.10 °
9.1- 10 -1 8.6.10 -1 8.2.10 -1 3.1.10 -1 6.3.10 -3 
6 .7 .10 -1 5.5.10 -1 4.6.10 -1 5.6.10 -a  6.6.10 -9 
4 .0 .10 -1 2.6.10 -1 1.6.10 -1 1.2.10 -7  1.6.10 - l °  
1.8.10 - I  8.1 • 10 -2  3.5.10 -2 7.5.10 -9 6.0.10 -12 
6.0.10 -2  1.5.10 -2 3.8.10 -a  3.4.10 - I °  2 .1.10 -13 
1.0.10 -2  1.2.10 -3 1.3.10 -4  9.4.10 -11 4.8.10 -14 
1.8.10 -4  4.0. I0 -6 4.6. I0 - s  7.9.10 -13 1.2.10 -14 
The parameter l effects the source function in the following way: with a small l the graph 
of I(x [ ~) is quite spreaded in the neighbourhood f the source point ~. If I increases with a 
fixed M, it becomes more condensed but only for some l(M). After reaching this value there 
arises some oscillations which propagate from ~ to boundaries. The data presented in Table 6 
correspond to this l(M) when the maximal condensation f the graph I(x I ~) is achieved. 
The method of the Lanczos a-multipliers in original form is applicable to the trigonometric 
series only. Here we present he generalized Lanczos method which can be applied to a broad 
class of functions. We assume that the basis system ~0n ix) is a system of eigenfunctions of some 
Sturm-Liouville problem. But thinking of using the orthogonal polynomials which are often used 
in spectral methods as a basis system in addition to (2.1), we assume that there may exist the 
eigenvalue A0 = 0 and the corresponding eigenfunction is ~o0(x) -= 1. Besides, because usually 
the orthogonal polynomials are not supposed to be normalized we take the orthogonal condition 
in general form 
B 
(~on, ~0m)[A,B] -~ / r(x)~on(x)~orn(x) d  = gn6nm, (3.7) 
A 
where gn - 1 for orthonormal systems. 
Here we deal with the two particular cases of the Jacobi's polynomials Pn (a'~) (x) : the Legandre's 
Pn(x) - P(°'°)(x) and the Tchebishev's Tn(x) =- P(n-1/2'-1/2)(x) polynomials. The general 
expression gn for Pn (a'~)ix) can be found in [9]. In particular, 
( I r ,  if n=0,  
2 for P~(x) and gn = lr for Tn(x). 
gn = 2n +---'-1 ~, otherwise, 
Instead of (3.1), we have the formal expansion 
6(x - ~) = ~ ~n(~)~onCx), (3.8) 
n=O 
where now 
(3.9) = , n = 0, I ,2 , . . . ,oo .  
g, 
Now we obtain the finite sums I(x I ~) similar to (3.3) which approach to (3.8) when M -~ oo 
To begin with, let us rewrite (3.3) in a different way 
M (.h.(M))l, 
I(x [ ~) = ~ l nhn(M) J 
n=l  
(3.10) 
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where we denote v~n nlr 
nhn(M) = M +-'---"1 = M +-'--~ (3.11) 
and An = (nlr) 2 is the n th eigenv~lue of Sturm-Liouville problem (2.1) which ~(~l)(x) satisfy. 
Now one can see that I(x I 4) is the result of applying the Riemann (R, /)-method of summation 
to the divergent series (3.1). 
Let us recall, that the divergent series ~ an is (R,/)-summable to s if there exists 
n 
lirn ~ [sin(nh)] l (3.12) 
h-~0 L ~ J  an = s 
(see [10, Chapter 4, 4.17]). 
So the Lanczos a-multipliers method can be regarded as a particulal case of the (R, /)-method 
when the parameter h is chosen as in (3.11). 
Now we intend to extend this procedure of the (R, /)-summation on to the divergent series (3.8) 
over an arbitrary system of eigenfunctions. For this, we have to obtain the expression of nhn(M) 
and write I(x 1 4) in the form analogous to (3.10) 
M [sin(nhn(M))]l 
x(x 14) = Y: t ~ J ~.(4)~.(x), (3.13) 
n~0 
where we take ~-(4) from (3.9) and nhn(M) will be defined below. We look for this expression 
in the form similar to (3.11) 
C v~n (3.14) nhn(M) = (M + I)' 
where the constant C has been chosen in order to satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) the constant C depends olely on the eigenproblem considered; 
(2) lira hn(M) =lr/(M + l). 
n--*q-oo 
Let us remark that if these conditions are fulfilled, then the multiplier 
sin (nhn (M))  
nhn(M) 
in (3.13) tends to one in the Lanczos representation (3.10) when n --* co, independently of the 
system ~n(x) used. 
From (1) and (2), we have 
C _- _Tr (3.15) 
-y 
taking into acount (2.4). And finally, we get 
v~n (3.16) nhnCM) = 7r y(M + 1)" 
At last, taking into acount 
lira sin (nhn(M))  = 1 and ¢po(x) - 1, 
n--,o nhn(M) 
we obtain the source function I(x l 4) in the generalized Lanczos representation 
M [sin(nhn(M))]i 
x(x 14) = ~o(4) + ~ ~,,(4)~,,(x), n=,L ~-~"M') J 
(3.17) 
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Table 7. The normalized &shaped source functions l'(z I ()  in generalized Lanczos 
representation ver the basis functions ~) (z )  and ~o(.4)(z). 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
M=20, /=6 M=50, /=8 M=20,  l=6  M=50, /=8 
O. O. O. O. 
4 .8.10 -9  3.2.10 -12 7.4.10 -8 1.7.10 -12 
2.2.10 -7  1.1 • 10 -11 1.4.10 - s  5 .7,10 -11 
5.6.10 -3 4.2.10 -9  6.5.10 -3 5.6.10 -9  
3.5.10 -1 5.7.10 -3 3.9.10 -1 9.7.10 -3 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
4.2- 10 -1 1.3.10 -2  4.9.10 -1 3.2.10 -2  
2.6.10 -2 1.7.10 - s  6 .8.10 -3  6 .6 .10 - s  
2.1 • 10 -8 3.1 • 10 -1°  2.0.10 -3 2.7.10 -9  
1.8 .10  - s  3 .8 .10  -12  3 .9 .10  - s  1 .9 -  10 - l °  
O. O. O. O. 
Table 8. The normalized &shaped source functions l'(z [ ~) in generalized Lanczos 
representation ver the orthogonal polynomials Pn(z) and T,(z)• 
-1 .0 
-0 .8 
-0.6 
-0 .4 
-0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
0.8 
1.0 
e.(x) 
M=20, /=6 M=5O, /= 
1.0.10 -7  1.6.10 -12 
1.1 • 10 -~ 2 .3 .10  -11 
4.1 • 10 -~ 2.1 • 10 -11 
4.1- 10 -8  
9.2.10 -4 
4 .2 .10 -2 
3 .2 .10 -1 
8.6 .  lO -1 
1.0 
2.1 • 10 -1 
3 .6 .10 - °  
T,,(x) 
1.4 
4.6 
• 10-1o  
• 10-1o 
4•8• l0 -8  
3.8.10 -3 
5.4.10 -1 
1.0 
5.2.10 -5  
8.4.10 -10 
8 M=20, /=6 
1.6.10 -s  
9•1 • 10 -8  
3.9.10 -7  
4.3.10 -5 
9.9.10 -4 
4.6.10 -2 
3.4- 10 -1 
8.8.10 -1 
1.0 
1.8 .10  -1 
2.7.10 -s  
M --- 50, l --- 8 
1.2 • 10 -13 
1.9• 10 -12 
2.1 • 10 -11 
1.4.10 -1°  
4 .8 .10 -1°  
5.1.10 -8  
4.0. I0 - s  
5.6.10 -1 
1.0 
4.3.10 -5  
1.1 • 10 -1° 
Tsble 9. The parameters of Sturm-Liouville problems• 
Parsmeter Pn(z) Tn(z) 
[A, B] [-1,  +1] [-1,  +1] 
r (z)  1 (1 - z2) -1/2 
p(z) 1 - z 2 (1 - =2)1/2 
q(x) 0 0 
or01 /~0 . . . . . . . .  
~1~ /~1 . . . . . . . .  
~n n(n + 1) n 2 
"7 1 1 
which can be applied to a solution of any Sturm-Liouville problem like (2.1). When is no zero 
eigenvaJue then the first term is absent. 
In Table 7, we present he normalized values (3.6) using the systems ~o(3)(z) and ~0~)(z) 
(see (2.14)). The parameters ofthe corresponding Sturm-LiouviUe problem are placed in Table 1. 
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One can see that the behaviour of the source functions here is the same as in the original 
Lanczos method. In Table 8, we present he results of the expansions over the the orthogonal 
polynomials Pn(x) and Tn(x). The polynomials are the solutions of the singular Sturm-Liouville 
problems with the parameters presented in Table 9. Instead of the boundary conditions (2.1), we 
have the conditions that Pn(x) and Tn(x) are finite over the entire interval [-1, +1], including 
the points x = 4-1. 
Passing to the two-dimensional source functions, we again restrict our consideration to the 
case when the basis system ~on,n(x, y) is formed by the two one-dimensional systems (see (2.17)). 
We construct one-dimensional sources over each system using (3.17) and then obtain the final 
two-dimensional source as a product 
M 
ICx, y I = ICx l e)X(ul .)  = (3.18) 
n,~n----0 
where the coefficients c~m(~, 1/) can be easily computed with the coefficients of the corresponding 
one-dimensional expansions. 
Let us remark that like the Lanczos a-multipliers method is used for smoothing trigonometric 
expansions (e.g., see [8,11]) the results of this section can be used for smoothing series over any 
system of egenfunctions. But this is not the subject of the present paper. 
4. THE DESCRIPT ION OF MAIN ALGORITHM 
The previous ections are auxiliary ones. The main algorithm of solving the initial problem 
is described here. The material is divided into two sections. In the first one, we consider the 
particular case when the differential operator of the problem under consideration has a known 
point spectrum. The general case is treated in Section 4.2. 
4.1. The Prob lems with a Known Spect rum 
First, for the sake of simplicity, we consider one-dimensional problems in the form 
LCz)u-  r(z) 
The boundary conditions for (4.1) are 
uCa) = Ua, u(b) = V b. (4.2) 
Let us assume that the coefficients p(x), q(x), r(x) can be extended into the whole inter- 
val [0, 1]. We denote the differential expression we get as L(°)(x). It should be remarked that 
x2d2 L(x) and L(°)(x) can coincide with each other (e.g., L(x) = -~r  initially defined in some [a, b] 
and then can be regarded in [0, 1]). 
In this section, we consider a particular case when there exists an exactly known system of 
eigenfunctions ~n(x) of some Sturm-Liouville problems 
L(°)(x)~on(z) = Anion(x) (4.3) 
with the boundary conditions like in (2.1) or with some others conditions when a singular eigen- 
value problem is considered. To begin with, we assume that zero is not eigenvalue of this problem. 
In this case, we have the following algorithm for solving (4.1),(4.2). 
ALGORITM 4.1. 
(1) Express the function f(x) in the form of truncated series over ~n(x) using the procedure 
of the C-expansions described in Section 2. We denote the function we get as 
M 
f(o) ix ) = Z fn~n(x). (4.4) 
n----1 
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(2) Replace (4.1) by 
LC°)(x)u = fC°)(x) + qlI(X I ~z) + q2I(x I E2), = e [0,1], (4.5) 
where 
M 
l(x IE) = ~ e~(E)(pn(x) (4.6) 
n=l  
is the source function like (3.17); E1 and E2 are the source points chosen so that: 0 < ~1 < a, 
b<~2<l .  
(3) Get the solution of (4.5) 
u(= I ql,q2) = u l (x )  + ql@(x I ~) + q2¢(= I ~) (4.7) 
using (4.3), (4.6), and (4.4) where 
M M 
u! (x )=Z( -~n)~n(x) -ZV.~n(x  ), (4.8) 
n=l  n=l  
M 
M (~(~)'~an(x)-  ~-~d~(E)@n(x ). (4.9) ,I,(z I E) = ~ \  / 
n=l  n=l  
We assume that El,  E2 are fixed. The algorithm of determination of their position is 
discussed below. 
(4) Determine the parameters {ql, q2} T = el from the boundary conditions (4.2). This leads 
to the system of linear equations 
.,~.~ = 6 (4.10) 
with the 2 x 2 matrix 
( ¢,(a I ,~I) ,I,(a I E2)'~ 
"~ = ~, ~(b I El) ~(b I E2) ) 
and with the vector of the right-hand side 
6 = {u, ,  - u i (a ) ,  Ub - us(b)} T
(5) Write the final solution in the form of the expansion over ~pn(x) 
M 
where 
,,(z) = ~ u,,~,,(z), 
n=l  
Un = V, + qld,(E1 ) + q2dn(E2). 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Now we consider the question of the optimal position sources inside [0, 1]. In Table 10, we 
-d  2 present he results of applying the method described to problem (4.1) with L = ~-r, [a, b] = 
[0.3, 0.7]. The right-hand side f(z) and the values Ua, Ub are chosen in accordance with the 
exact solution 
uexCx J "y) -- exp (-~/(x - 0.5)2). (4.15) 
So, we solve the problem 
d2u 
dx 2 = 2~/[1 - 2"y(x - 0.5) 2] exp ( -7 (x  - 0.5)2), u(0.3) = u(0.7) = exp (-0.04"y). (4.16) 
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Table 10. The errors in solution with the different parameters of the solving proce- 
dure. The basis functions ~0~)(z). The exact solution Uex(Z) = exp(-100(z-0.5)2).  
The number of harmonics M = 30. 
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d~ 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
/=1 /=2 /=3 /=4 /=5 /=6 /=7 
7.6.10 -8 8.4.10 -8 3.8.10 -8 7.5.10 -5 1.2.10 -4 1.6.10 -4 2.0.10 -4 
3.3.10 -8 5.8.10 -7  1.4- 10 -7 6.6.10 -7 4.2.10 -8 1.1 • 10 -5 2.1.10 -5 
1.4.10 -8 2.6.10 -7 5.0.10 -8 9.5.10 -9 2.3.10 -9 6.9.10 -8 4.9.10 -7 
1.7.10 -8 8.7.10 -8 2.4- 10 -8 5.3.10 -9 8.8- 10 -1° 2.1 • 10 - l °  2.3.10 -1° 
4.1 • 10 -8 2.4.10 -7 1.3.10 -9 4.0.10 -9 7.9.10 - l °  1.1 • 10 -1° 3.7.10 -11 
The basis functions are ~o(1)(x) (see (2.14)). 
In this table we place the absolute maximal norm of the error eA (see (2.16)). We use Nc = 100 
checking points inside [a, b]. The value d~ in the first column is the distance between the source 
and the nearest boundary point 
d~=a-~l - -~2-b .  
The  data  presented  cor respond to  7 = 100 and M = 30. 
Desp i te  of  the  par t i cu la r  choice of  parameters  in the  prob lem,  the  fol lowing s ta tements  are 
val id  in general .  
(1) For  every  f ixed M and d~ there  exists  an opt ima l /opt (M,  d~) wh ich  prov ides  the  min ima l  
va lue  of  eA. 
(2) The  increase of  each argument  M and  d~ leads to the  increase of  the  cor responding 
/opt(M,  d~) and at the  same t ime leads to  the  decrease of  the  cor respond ing  error  eA(M, 
d~,/opt)- 
These  s ta tements  can be i l lus t rated by the  data  presented in Tables  11 and 12. The  data  
p laced in Tab le  11 are obta ined  so lv ing (4.16). 
Table 11. The values /opt and corresponding eA(A4,d~,/opt) for the basis functions 
~(1)(z). The exact solution Uex(Z) = exp(-7(x - 0.5)2). 
M=20 M=30 
/opt eA /opt eA 
0.05 1 1.4.10 -2 1 7.6.10 -e 
0.10 2 3.3.10 -a 3 1.4.10 -7 
0.15 3 2.9- 10 -4 5 2.3.10 -9 
0.20 4 6.1 • 10 -5 6 2.1 • 10 -10 
0.25 6 5.3.10 -8 8 1.7.10 -11 
M=50 
/opt eA 
2 2.9.10 -6 
5 7.2.10 - s  
8 1 .3 .10  - l °  
11 8 .3 .10  - i s  
14 4.3.10 -15 
Table 12. The values lopt and corresponding cA(M, d~, lopt) for the basis functions 
~(a)(=). The exact solution uex(z) = exp(-~/(x - 0.5)2). 
d~ 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
M=20 
/opt eA 
1 1.0. 10 +1 
2 9 .6 .  10 -1  
4 4.3.10 -2 
5 5 .6 .10  - s  
6 7 .8 .10  -4  
M = 30 M = 50 
/opt CA /opt eA 
2 4 .2 .10  -2  2 4 .3 .10  -5  
4 3 .8 .10  -4  4 3 .8 .10  -7  
6 8 .0 .10  -6  7 3.2 .10  -9  
8 2 .7 .10  -7  9 3 .9 .10  -11 
10 4 .8 .10  - s  11 1 .6 .10  -12 
In  Tab le  12, we present  the  results  of  the  so lut ion of  the  prob lem 
d 2 
LCx) = - (x  + 1) 2 2, [a, b] = [0.3, 0.71 
with  the  same exact  so lut ion (4.15). The  basis funct ions of  (4.17) are ~(a)(z)  (see (2.14)). 
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The relation/opt(M,d~) is slightly differs for different basis systems. But I = 6 for M _< 30 
and l = 8 for M _> 50 when d~ _~ 0.2 seem suitable in all the cases. These values axe used in all 
the problems considered in this paper. 
When )~ = 0 is the eigenvalue (e.g., in the case of Jacobi's polynomials) then the procedure 
needs some modifications. In short, we place an additional term into the right-hand side of (4.5) 
in order to delete its zero harmonic. So, instead of (4.5) here we have the following equation: 
L(°)(z)u = f(°)(z) + qlI(z I ~1) + q2I(= I ~2) + q3I(zl~3), (4.18) 
where the expansion of I (z  I ~) now contains the first term J~0(~) (see (3.17)). As we have an 
additional free parameter we can impose the additional condition 
F0 (0) -{" qlJ~0(~l) -t- q2130(~2) ÷ q3130(~3) = O. (4.19) 
We obtain the vector Cl = {ql, q2, q3} T as a solution of the linear system like (4.10) with the 3 x 3 
matrix 
I, 1) 
and with the vector of the right-hand side 
b = {Ua - W(a), Ub - u/(b), -F(o°) } T . 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
It should be noted that, if (4.19) is fulfilled, then ul(z), ~(z ] ~) and, so u(z), are calculated 
by (4.8),(4.9),(4.13) ignoring the terms with n -- 0. Instead of (4.14), we use 
Un = Vn + qld~(~l )  ÷ q2dn(~2) + q3dn(~3). (4.22) 
Table 13. The values/opt and corresponding eA(M, d~,/opt) for the b~is  functions 
T.(=). 
Uex(Z) = exp(-~(z - 0.5) 2) uex(z) = sin(kz) 
/opt e A /opt e A 
2 9.1 • 10 +5 2 7.9- 10 -2 
4 9.0.10 +s 4 6.8.10 -4 
6 1.2.10 +2 6 6.7.10 -e 
8 2.5- 10 0 8 1.2.10 -7 
10 2.6.10 -2 10 9.2- 10 -1° 
14 8.4.10 -5 14 1.7.10 -12 
d~ 
0.I 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
As an example, we present in Table 13, the results of applying this algorithm to the problem 
1 d / ~ _ ~  ) 
dx -- f (z) ,  z E [-0.25, ÷0.25], 
u(-0.25) ---- U., u(+0.25) -- Ub. 
We use Tchebishev's polynomials Tn(z) as basis system. The data in the first column corre- 
spond to the exact solution (4.15) with ~f -- 100. The data in the second column correspond to 
the exact solution 
uex(z )  = s in (20z) .  
One can see that irrespective of the kind of solutions and of the level of errors the values 
~opt(~/~, d~) are the same.  
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Passing to the two-dimensional case, we consider problems (1.1) and (1.7). As before, we 
assume that each Li(z), i = 1, 2 can be extended into the whole [0, 1] and that there exist two 
sets of the eigenfunctions ~) (x ) ,  i = 1, 2 and the eigenvalues A~ ) which satisfy the equations 
like (4.3). Then the product ~Onm(Z, O) = ~(1)(x)~ ) (O) satisfies 
{L~°)(x) + L(2°)(O)} ~p,-,m(cr, O)= (.,X 0) + ~))~p,.,=(:r, O). (4.23) 
We have the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.2. 
(1) Express the function f(x, O) in the form of expansion over ~nm(x, y) using the procedure 
described in Section 2. We denote the function we get as 
M 
f(°)(x,y) = ~ Fnm~o,~m(x,O). (4.24) 
~t , rc t~ 1 
(2) Replace (1.1) by 
L(°)(x,O)u - {L~°)(x)+ L(°)(O)} 
where 
K 
u =.fC°)cx, o) + ~q~l(x,o I ~k,r/k), (z,O) E ~o, (4.25) 
k=1 
M 
x(~,ol~,~) = ~ c,..(~,,7)qo.,,,(=,o) (4.26) 
n,ra=l 
is the source function like (3.18) and the source points (~k,~k)k = 1,.. .  ,K  are placed 
outside the solution domain n. In all the numerical examples presented in this work, we 
place the sources on an auxiliary curve which is similar to the boundary a~. 
(3) Get the solution of (4.25) using (4.23), (4.24), and (4.26). 
K 
u(z,O I qz,. . .  ,qK) = uy(z,O) + ~ qk~(x,y I ~k,~Ik), (4.27) 
k----1 
where 
, , ,<,, ,)= ( : :"-= ,,, 
n,'ro't ~ 1_ 
(4.2s) 
U(Zi, Oi I ql , . . . ,  qK) = g(x,, 
This leads to the system of linear equations 
( tI/(zl,01 I~1,'r]1) . . .  
\ ' I '(=N, ON I ~1, ~1)  . . .  
and with the vector of the right-hand side 
0~), i -- 1, . . . ,  N. (4.30) 
like (4.10) with the N x M matrix 
"'" / (4.31) 
~(XN,ON I ~K , r IK ) /  
-- {0(Xl,01) -- U f (X l ,01) , . . . ,0 (XN,0N)  -- ILf(XN,ON)} T. 
(5) 
(4.32) 
Solve system (4.10) using a least square procedure. This leads to the system of the normal 
equations 
A*~k~l = A'b,  (4.33) 
which is solved in the usual way. 
_-1 
As before, we assume that the source points (~k, ~/k), k = 1,...  ,K  are fixed. 
(4) Determine the parameters {ql,...  ,qK} T = ¢1 from the boundary conditions (1.7). For 
this the collocation points (z~, Yi), i = 1,. . . ,  N are placed on the boundary ~/and  then 
the collocation conditions are written in the form 
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(6) Write the final solution in the form of an expansion over tonm(z, y) 
M 
u(x, y) = ~ Un~nra(x, y), (4.34) 
ECOn.1 
where 
K 
Unto = Vnm -{- Z qkdnm(~k, ~k). (4.35) 
k--1 
When this algorithm is applied, the problem of choosing the parameters N and K arises. The 
number of collocation points N depends on the behaviour of the function g(z, y). Of course, the 
parameters N and K should satisfy the condition N _) K. When choosing K we should keep 
to the following practical rule: the parameter K may be increased till its increase affects the 
result of computations. The matter is that in one-dimensional problems considered above there 
exists only one cause of errors. Namely, it is the additional terms in the right-hand side of (4.5). 
As shown before, this error can be reduced by removing source points from the boundary (~ft 
as far as sizes of f~0 permit. In the two-dimensional case, we also have another source of errors 
caused by the approximate satisfaction of the boundary condition. So if we have not enough 
free parameters to approximate the boundary condition, then the removal of the sources from 
the boundary does not reduce the solution error. On the other hand, if we have not enough 
harmonics to obtain an appropriate condensed source function I(x I ~), then the increase of the 
number of sources K or the number of collocation points N does not improve the exactness of the 
solution. When we take different sets of the parameters N, M, K, different errors are dominant. 
To improve the exactness of computations we should change the parameter which is the main 
source of error. This is illustrated by the data presented in Table 14 where we show the results 
of the solution of the Laplace equation 
.hu(x ,  y) = f(x, y). (4.36) 
Table 14. The errors in solution the Laplace equation in an ellipse. The basis 
functions ~(1)(z)~a~)(y). The exact solution u~(z) -- exp(-200[(z - 0.5) 2 + (y - 
0.5)2]). 
K M = 20 M = 25 M ffi 30 M = 35 
10 1.2.10 +2 1.5.100 2.3.10 -1 3.4.10 -2 
20 8.8.10 +1 5.7.10 -2 3.8.10 -4 1.1 • 10 -4 
30 8.7.10 +1 4.6.10 -2 3.8.10 -5 1.3.10 -6 
40 8.7.10 +1 4.5.10 -2 2.2.10 -5 1.7.10 -6 
So, the basis system we use is 
~nm(x, y) -- ~(l)(x)~(ml)(y) - 2 sin(nlrz) sin(m~ry). 
The solution domain is the ellipse centred at the point (0.5, 0.5) 
-- (x, Y) c + a "----~5 _~ , (4.37) fl 
where we take c -- 0.25, d -- 0.05. 
In this table, we place the absolute rror in the maximum norm eA (see (2.16)). We compute 
it using Nc = 400 checking points inside fL The boundary function g(z, y) and the right-hand 
side f (z ,  y) are taken in accordance with the exact solution 
Uex(Z, y) --- exp {-~/[(x - 0.5) 2 + (y - 0.5) 2] ) (4.38) 
M 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
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Table 15. The errors in solution and its derivatives. 
eA 
5.6.10 -3  1.8- 10 -1 4.1.10 -I 8.5.10 0
6.0.10 -6 7.4.10 -4 7.7.10 -4 2.9.10 -2 
2.0. I0 -z 1.8.10 -s 1.8.10 -5 1.5.10 -3 
3.6.10 -s 1.1 • 10 -5 5.0.10 -6 2.2.10 -4 
2.0.10 -8 1.8.10 -6  3.7.10 -6 1.5.10 -4 
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with ~/= 200. The sources are placed on the similar ellipse with c = 0.45, d = 0.25. One can see 
that the increase of the number of the sources K does not increase the exactness Of the solution 
while M is small. Then, as it is typical of spectral methods, the exactness improves quickly when 
the number of harmonics increases. 
This is also illusrated by the data in Table 15. Here we present the results of solving PDE 
02u 2 Ou 2 02u 
+ (x + 1---) (x + = 
(4.39) 
The solution domain is the ellipse (4.37) with c = 0.3, d = 0.1. The boundary function g(x, y) 
and the right-hand side f(x, y) are chosen in accordance with the exact solution 
uexCx, y) = sin(10z) exp { -100(y  - 0.5)2}. (4.40) 
The basis system of functions is (see (2.14)) 
= = 2(x + 1) sin(n  ) sinC  y). 
We use K = 20 sources placed on the ellipse with c = 0.5, d = 0.3, and N = 80 collocation 
points on all 
In the table e(A =), e~ ), e (=~) denote the absolute errors in the max imum norm in the approxi- 
mations to the derivatives ~ ~ a2u respectively. ,  ,  ~-~, 
4.3. The General  Case 
The majority of PDE like (1.1) arising in practical problems does not contain the operators 
L~(zi) with an exactly known spectrum. As it will be shown in this section, we can use an 
approximate solution of the corresponding eigenproblem. For the sake of simplicity let consider 
again the one-dimensiomal problem (4.1). Let us introduce the basis system ~) (x )  defined on 
[0, 1], which is used for approximation of the coefficients p(x), q(x),r(z) in the problem under 
consideration. Its concrete form will be described below. We always write the extension L (°) (x) 
in the form 
l { d (p(°)(z) d )  -q(°)(x)} (4.41) LC°)(z) = rCO)(z) 
where the coefficients are 
J~c Mc 
pco)(x) = 
l=1 1=1 
Mc 
q(°)(x) = ~ ql~}e)(x). (4.42) 
1----1 
Let us consider the eigenvalue problem with the extended operator 
LC°)(z)w(z) -- ~(z ) ,  x E [0, 1], 
w(O) -- 0, o:(1) = 0. 
(4.43) 
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Let era(x), m = 1,. . . ,  oo be the basis system in £2[0,1] which satisfies the boundary conditions 
in (4.43). 
We look for the M-terms approximation i the form 
M 
w(x I M) = ~ ZrnCm(X). (4.44) 
ra= l 
The Galerkin procedure is used. Substituting (4.44) in (4.43) and projecting the result on the 
first M fuactions ~m(X) in the meaning of the scalar product (2.5) with the weight r(°)(x), we 
get the finite-dimensional eigenvalue problem 
~. = Ai~I~, (4.451 
where S = {wnm}, B ={bnm}, n,m = 1,..., M are the M × M positive defined matrices. 
1 
Wnm = ?.titan = - -  d .T  
0 
1 
bnrn = bran = f r(°)(x)¢n(x)¢m(x) dx. 
- -  + q(O)(x)¢n(x)¢m(x)] dx, (4.46) 
(4.47) 
It is well known (see [12]) that (4.45) has exactly M solutions 
0 < AI(M) < A2(M) <" .  < AM(M) 
and the corresponding eigenvectors 
satisfy 
n= 1 , . . . ,M  
M 
B = '3~i  ~J 
i,jffil 
Let £(M) [0, 1] be the set of functions defined in [0, 1]. They can be represented in the form of 
a linear combination over era(x), m -- 1, . . . ,  M 
M 
f(x) E £:(M)[o, 1] ~ f(x) = ~ F~mCm(X ). (4.49) 
ra=l  
The functions 
M 
w¢")(x I M) -- ~ z~")¢m(z), n = 1,... ,M (4.50 / 
ra=l  
belong to £(M)[0, 1] and satisfy the orthogonslity conditions with the weight function r (°) (x) 
1 M 1 
f l i = ='  
0 i j f f i l  0 (4.5]~ 
X- - - - - - I  
M 
= u~j~ ~j = 6rim 
i , j= l  
the last equality follows from (4.48). 
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So w(n) n = 1 , . . . ,M  form another basis in the finite subspace /~(M)[0,1] 
like (4.49) can be rewritten in the form of the expansion 
M 
fCx) = E '~mwCm)(x I M). 
mffil 
and any f(x) 
(4.52) 
The coefficients F~ and ~ are related to each other by the formulae 
M 
(4.53) 
where 
and 
M 
Hnm = E bnkz(m) 
k=l 
M 
F~ = E z("~)F~m" (4.54) 
So each f(x) E £(M) [0, 1] has two representations 
(1) in the ~b-basis, and 
(2) in the w-basis. 
The following property of w(m)(x I M) has a central role in the algorithm. Let us denote by 
(u(x), v(x))r(o) the scalar product with the weight function r(°)(x) likewise in (2.5). The functions 
w(m)( x I M), m = Z,... ,M satisfy 
(LC°)CxlwCn)(x I M),wCm)cx IM))r,O) = ~mCMldf,~. (4.551 
Indeed, using (4.41) we get 
1 
0 
The integration by parts and the boundary condions yield 
1 
[ " dx  dx 
0 
+ q(°)(x)w(n)w (ra)] dx. 
Substituting (4.50) and then using (4.46) we get 
(L(°)(x)o)(n)(x l M),w(m)(x l M))r(o) 
M 
= V"__ ,.(n).(m), .. 
i,jffil 
or, because i (m) satisfies (4.45), we get 
M 
= 
i j f f i  l 
The result we need follows from (4.48). 
Thus, for any function f(x) E £(M)[0, 1] in w-representation likewise (4.52) we have 
(L(O)Cx)f(x),~(m)(x I M ),(o) = )~mCMlF(m w). 
Now we come back to solving (4.1). We have the following algorithm. 
(4.56) 
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ALGORITHM 4.3. 
(1) Obtain the extension (4.41) and solve (4.45). 
(2) Express the function f(x) in the form of expansion over Cn(x). We denote the function 
we get as 
M 
fC°)(x) = Z F~¢n(x). (4.57) 
(3) Obtain the same function in the w-representation using (4.53). 
(4) Replace (4.1) by 
LC°) (x)u  = fC°)(x)  -I- qlI(x I ~1) -F q2I(x I ~:), x e [o, 1], (4.58) 
where 
M M 
i(~ I~) = ~ c~(e)¢.(~) -= ~ c~(e)~cn)(x I M) (4.59) 
n~l  n=l  
is the source function like (3.17). The coefficients d~n(~ ) are obtained from c~(~) with the 
help of (4.53). 
(5) Look for the approximate solution in a form of expansion over wn(x [ M), n = 1,. . . ,  M 
M 
u(x) = ~_, U,~wC")(z I M). (4.60) 
1,n----1 
(6) Substitute this expansion in (4.58) and project it on wn(x I M), n = 1,...  ,M. 
(7) Obtain 
u(x[ql,q2) = uf(x) ÷ ql¢(X 1 51) + q2k~(x [ ~1) (4.61) 
with the help of (4.56). The functions uy(x), ~(x [ ~) can be written in the form similar 
to (4.8),(4.9) 
M 
uI(x) = ~ V:wcn)Cx I M), (4.62) 
n----1 
M 
¢(x l el = ~ ~(~)~c")(x I M), (4.63) 
n=l  
where 
(4.64) V~ = An(M)' 
~(~c) (4.65) ~(~) = ~.(M)' 
(8) Determine the parameters (ql, q2} T = Cl from the boundary conditions (4.2) by solving a 
system like (4.10). 
(9) Write the solution in the form (4.60) and then get the solution in the form of expansion 
over the basis Cn(x) 
M 
.(x) = ~ v.~¢.(~) (4.66) 
n----1 
with the help of (4.54). 
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For practical purpose of this algorithm choose the basis systems cp~)(x) and @n(z). It can be 
done in different ways. In this work, we consider only the following case: 
@n(z) = @(n I)(x) = vf2sin(.Irx), @~) (x) = cos [(n - 1)~'x]. (4.67) 
The functions ~o~)(x) up to the factor V~ coincide with ~) (x )  (see (2.14)). Consequently, 
instead of (4.42) we have now 
M© M© 
~(o)(~) = ~,~os[(l-1)~x], p(o)(:) = ~p,  cos[(l-1).:], 
1=1 /=1 
M~ 
q(O) ix ) = E ql cos[(/- 1)~x]. 
/----1 
(4.68) 
Let us show that in this case S and I3 are the banded matrices and their coefficients can be 
written in a simple analytic form. 
Indeed, substituting (4.67),(4.68) in (4.46),(4.47) we get 
Me I #,  
Wnm = 2 E nmpl / cos[(l - 1)~rx] cosCnlrx) cos(mlrx) dx 
/ffil 0 J 
Mc 1 
P 
+ 2 ~ q, / cos[(l - X)~x]si.(n~x)8i.(m~:) dx, 
/ffil 0 
J 
(4.69) 
or 
Mc 1 / ,  
E rl / cos[(/- 1)~r:r, lsin(nTrx,)sin(mTrx,) dz,2 
I=1 0 
J 
(4.70) 
Mc 
Wnra = wren = 2 ~ (ptnraZl(l, n, m) + qtZz(l, n, ra)), 
lffil 
M~ 
bnm =bran = 2 E qlZ,(l,n,m), 
i----1 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
where we denote 
1 
Zl(I, n, m) - f cos[(/- 1)x~] cos(nxz) cos(m~z) dz, 
0 
1 
Z2(l, n, m) - f cos[(/- 1)lrz] sin(n~rx) sin(m~rx) dx. 
0 
(4.?3) 
(4.74) 
It is easy to prove that 
1 [A(I + n -  rn -  1) + A(l + rn -  n -  1) 
+ A(n+m--l+l)+A(l+n+m--1)], 
(4.?5) 
1 [A(/+n-- m-- 1) + A( l+m-  n -  1) Z~(l, n, m) = 
- h (n+m- l+ l ) -A ( l+m+n-1) ] .  
(4.?6) 
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Table 16. The errors eA with different Me.The exact solution uex(z) = exp(-100(z- 
0.5)2). 
M 
20 
30 
40 
50 
Mc = 3 Me = 5 Me = 10 Mc = 15 Mc = 20 
1 .2 .10  -3  1 .6 .10  -3  1 .6 .10  -3  1 .6 .10  -3  1 .7 .10  -3  1 .5 .10  -3  
1 ,4 .10  -3  5 .9 .10  -5  1 .8 .10  -8  4.1 • 10 -1°  2 .6 .10  -1°  2 .7 .10  -1°  
1 .4 .10  -3  5 .9 .10  -5  1 .8 .10  - s  7.1 • 10 -11 7 .3 .10  -11 6 .5 .10  -11 
1 .4 .10  -3  5 .9 .10  -5  1.8 • 10 -3  1 .4 .10  -11 5 .4 .10  -13 4 .6 .10  -13 
Here, we denote 
1, if k = 0, 
A(k)  =/~k0 = 0, otherwise. (4.77) 
The term A(l + n + m - 1) in both expressions can be neglected because n, m > 0. Moreover, 
analyzing the expressions Zl ( l ,n ,m) ,  Z2( l ,n ,  ra) one can see that  the entries in S, I3 will be 
zero whenever  In - m[ > Me + 1. This just means that  both matr ices are banded matrices with 
2Mc + 1 nonzero diagonals. 
In this case, there exists an additional source of errors caused by the approximat ion of the 
coefficients r (°) (z), p(O)(x), q(O)(x). In Table 16, we present he results of comput ing the solution 
of problems (4.1) and (4.2) with 
d 2 2 d 2 
L = dx-- ~ i x + 1) dx + (x + 1) ---------~ (4.78) 
and with the boundary  conditions and the r ight-hand side f (x )  corresponding to the exact solu- 
t ion (4.15). 
In the last column of this table, we place the solution obtained by the procedure described in 
the previous section. The known eigenfunctions ~(4)(x) of (4.78) are used in it. 
Table 17. The errors eA in solution by the FD-method. 
M 
eA 
eA 
100 200 300 400 500 
3.0- 10 -4 7:6.10 -5 3.4.10 -5 1.9.10 -5 1.2.10 -5 
5.4.10 -4 1.3.10 -4 5.9.10 -5 3.3.10 -5 2.1 • 10 -5 
For comparison with the Finite Difference (FD) method,  in the first line of Table 17, we place 
the results of solving the same problem using the following scheme: 
{ [--Pi+l/2Ui+l ~- (Pi+l/2 '+ Pi--1/2)Ui- Pi--1/2Ui--1] / i x2  "[" qiui} 
ri 
Ul = Ua, UM+I = Ub, 
(4.79) 
(4.80) 
where 
ui ---- u(xi) ,  qi = q(xi), 
x~ = a + (i - DAm, 
ri -~ ?'(xi), f i  -~ f (x i ) ,  Pi:i:l/2 ~- p(xi:i:l/2), 
Ax (b - a) 
Xi:hl/2 -'~ Xi'4" 2 ' AX  = T 
is the mesh size. 
Table 18. The errors eA. The exact solution is Uex(Z) = exp(-200(z - 0.5)2). 
eA 7.7.10 +1 1.0.10 -1 5.6.10 - i  2.2.10 .5 
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Doubtlessly, the method described in this section is suitable for application, first of all, to 
general problems where the set of eigenfunctions is unknown. In Table 18, we present the results 
of the solution of the equation 
-eZ ~x cosx - e-Xx2u =- -e  cosX-~x2 +e sinX-~x+X2U = f (x)  x • [0.3,0.7], (4.81) 
where the boundary conditions (4.2) and the right-hand side f(x) are chosen in accordance with 
the exact solution (4.14) with -y = 200. The solution of the same problem by FD-method is 
presented in the second line of Table 17. 
When passing on to consideration of two-dimensional problems, we act in the same way as in 
the previous ection. 
The functions 
W,~m(X, v IM)  = w~n)(x I M)w~ m)(ylM)n, m = 1, . . . ,  M (x, y) • fro (4.82) 
form the orthogonal basis in the subspace 
£(M)(a0) = f (x ,y)  f (x , ,y)= 
n,m~l 
Fn~-~(x, Y) 1 , 
More precisely, let us introduce the scalar product defined in £2(f~0) 
(f, g).o d__.f / r~o)(x)rCO~ (y)fCx, y)g(~, y) d~ dy. 
r io 
Then, from (4.51) it follows: 
(~.~.(x,y I M),oJkdx, y I M))no = 6~k6~. 
The formula analogous to (4.56) now takes the form 
where f(o) E £M(flo) has w, C-representations 
M M 
nt'r~ 
The relation between F~n m and F~n m 
M 
nw% 
M 
(4.83) 
(4.84) 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
follows from (4.53),(4.54). Let us consider the algorithm of solution of separable PDE (1.1) with 
condition (1.7). 
n,~rt----1 
Z~F~ (4.87) ' aznm J" kl  ' 
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ALGORITHM 4.4. 
(1) Obtain the extension L~°)(z~) for each L~(xi), i = 1,2. 
(2) Solve two eigenproblems like (4.43) and obtain sets of functions like (4.50) and two sets 
of corresponding eigenvalues 
w~")(x, I M), A~O(M), n = 1,...,M, i= 1,2. 
(3) Expand the initial right-hand side f i  x, y) first over (nm(x,y) and then re-expand over 
Wnm(X,y]M) using (4.87). 
(4) Get the source functions I(x, y ] ~, 7) in the form of the expansion over the w-basis 
M 
x(x,y I ¢,,7) = )-~ ~,,,(~, r/)w,,,,,(x, y I M). (4.88) 
)%17% 
(5) Replace the initial PDE by (4.25) and look for an approximate solution in the form 
M 
u(z, 9) = 5~ ~.~(z ,  ~ I M). (4.89) 
n)T~ 
(6) Substitute (4.89),(4.88),(4.86) in (4.25) and project it on wnm(x,y I M) n,m = 1,... ,M. 
(7) Get the solution u(x, 9) =- u(x, y I ql,..., M) similar to (4.27). But now 
uf(x,y) = l /A(1 > A,2) , wn,n(x,y IM)--- ~ Vn~mWn,n(x,y I M), (4.90) 
n,m=l  n,rn=l  
1(  C~n)n (¢ '  7}) ~O)nm(x,y ~'(x'Yl"r/):,,n~-- ~n l ) '~2) ) J  lM)=-~d~n'n("ri)wmn(x'ylM)'n,m=l (4.91) 
The l~t  part of the algorithm is to obtain the unknown parameters q, , . . . ,  q,, from the bound~ 
conditions (1.7) and it is exactly the same procedure as described in the previous section (see 
(4.30)-(4.33)). 
Table 19. The errors in solution and its deriwtives. The general procedure. 
M eA e (=) e~ ) e~ x' )  
20 1.0. 10 -3  4 .9 .10 -2  6 .2 .10 -2  2.1 • 100 
30 2.1 • 10 -6  6.1 • 10 - s  3 .9 .10 -4  3.0" 10 -2  
Table 20. The errors in solution and its derivatives. The general procedure. 
K Mc M eA 
20 15 25 6.2.10-7. 
20 15 30 2.8.10 -7  
20 15 50 1.4.10-7. 
30 15 50 1.8- 10 - s  
64* - - 4 .6.10 -5  
256* - - 2 .9.10 -6  
8.2.10 - s  
2.9.10 -5  
4.2.10 -5  
2.2.10 -5  
3.0 .10 - s  
8.1 .10  -4  
1.4.10 - s  1.3.10 -5  7 .3 .10 -4  
2.3.10 -6  2.9.10 -7. 3 .6 .10 - s  
4 .6 .10 -4  9.7.10 -4  1.3- 10 -2  
2.9.10 -5  7.6.10 - s  1.8.10 - s  
In Tables 19 and 20, we present some results of applying this algorithm. In Table 19, we place 
the data obtained in solving (4.39),(4.40). 
The values eA, e(A x) , e~ ), e (x~) are the same as in Table 15. The data in Table 20 correspond 
to the PDE 
:~ 02u .02u 
-e  ~x  2 - (1 + y) ~--:%-~ = fix, Y). (4.92) 
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The solution domain is the ellipse (4.37) with c = 0.3, d = 0.1. The boundary function g(x, y) 
and the right-hand side f(x, y) are chosen to satisfy the exact solution 
U.x(X,y)=(x- 1) (xe  = - 1 )y (y -  1)e ' .  (4.93) 
In [4], this PDE was solved in the unit square with the help of the procedure of orthogonal 
spline collocation with piecewise Hermite bicubics. Some results of this solution are placed in the 
last two lines of Table 20. The parameter K here denotes the number of the variables used (i.e., 
the number of the nodal points inside the solution domain). It should be noted that the method 
developed in [4] is applicable to rectangular domains only. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The method described can be in fact applied to a broader class of problems. 
First, instead of boundary conditions of the Dirichlet type (1.7), we can use the following: 
a(=, y )~ + ~(x, y)u = t(=, y)u = g(=, y), (x, y) e Of/, (5.1) 
where ~ denotes a normal derivative. 
In this case, the matrix A in (4.31) should be replaced by 
I(Xl, ~/1)~I/(=l,~l I ~l,nl) 
k~ . . .  
l(xN, yN)~I(XN, YN [ ~1, r/l) 
• -- /(=1, Yl)~I#(=I, Yl I ~¢K, ~K) '~ 
. . . . . . .  ) 
~(=N, YN)'~(XN, YN I ~K, nK) 
(5.2) 
The others parts of the algorithm are the same. 
The method can be applied to the 3D-problems with the PDE 
L(x ,y ,z )u(x ,y ,z )  - (LI(x) + Lz(y) + L3(z))u(x,y,z) = f(x,,y,z), in f /C  7~ z (5.3) 
and with the boundary conditions 
Ou 
c,(=,y,z)-~n + ~(=,y,z)u = gC=,y,z), (=,zj, z) ~ of~. 
The method can also be extended to initial boundary-value problems 
(5.4) 
Ou 
Ot 
with the boundary conditions 
Ou 
c , ( t ,= ,y ) -~ + ~(t,=,y)u = gCt, =, y), 
and with the initial condition 
- -  - L(=, y)u = fCt, =, ~), (x, y) ~ f/(t) c n 2, t > o 
(=, y) e of/C0 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
u(O, =, y) = ~(=,  ~), (=, y) e ~(o). (5.7) 
Indeed, as it is shown in [6] when we apply some time-stepping method to (5.5) then it is 
reduced to the sequence of the problems each of which is of the type considered in this paper. 
Review of other methods of solution the problems like (5.5)-(5.7) can be found in [1]. 
All the above-listed lines of the method evelopment will be the subject of future investigations. 
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